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       The Impact of the 
Internet of Things on 
Business and Society


· Ubiquitous services for connected 
consumers


· Open source and collaborative business 
models


· The optimisation of things: towards a 
truly sustainable development
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With the Internet of Everything, it will possible for everybody and 
everything to be connected at all times, receiving and processing 
information in real time. The result will be new ways of making 
decisions, backed by the availability of information. The option of being 
online and traceable at all times has also led to the emergence of a new 
generation of consumers, who demand new products and services based 
on ubiquity and interconnection. These shifts in production and 
consumption patterns are changing the relations between all the agents 
in the system. There is a whole host of new opportunities to design and 
offer new products and services and make more efficient use of existing 
assets, creating a fertile ground for entrepreneurs. 
 
The dynamic of change of the technologies involved in the Internet of 
Everything is particularly interesting. In many fields, successful new 
solutions will turn their backs on traditional models of evolution, based 
on standards set out by large corporations or supranational bodies. 
Instead, they will consist of “cheap hacks” promoted by entrepreneurs 
who are capable of identifying efficient problem-solving alternatives and 
distributing them efficiently thanks to permanent and ubiquitous 
connectivity, enabling collaboration and interaction between the 
different agents across the network. Initiatives don’t have to involve an 
economic incentive. Often, a mere willingness to share combined with a 
feeling that technical discovery should be a public domain value are 
enabling developments to be introduced at previously unheard-of 
speeds. Once again, entrepreneurs have an essential role in accelerating 
the process of change.
 
In all their debates, the Future Trends Forum experts pay particular 
attention to the social dimension of the technologies they are analysing. 
As consumers become aware of the opportunities provided by the 
Internet of Everything their service expectations will change, their 
shopping criteria will evolve and they will have ever more power in their 
relations with providers of goods and services. IoT will also allow people 
to play a more active role as agents of production, enabling businesses 
to develop by sharing existing resources. This will further blur the 
distinction between producers and consumers. The Internet of 
Everything offers us all the opportunity to be entrepreneurs.
 
Juan José González


CSO, Indra
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Internet has become an essential figure in the global economy. More than one 
billion users around the world use it for working and socialising. Wireless 


technology has taken everything one step further, making it possible to interact 


with the Internet anywhere, any time. This has meant opening up a platform of 


new ubiquity-based products and services, with a high degree of innovation. Some 


experts, however, feel that the Internet of Things is predominantly an academic 


concept rather than a real response to an unsatisfied market need. Nonetheless, 


they also accept that it marks a breakthrough, with strong potential to have a 


major impact on society and business62.


It is worthwhile looking at the way the Internet of Things is changing the terrain 


of business models. In all their debates, FTF experts try to take a business angle 


on the trends they are discussing. In a process as revolutionary as IoT, they see the 


intervention of all groups in society as being crucial, particularly value creation by 


entrepreneurs. While it is true that the foundations of the technological 


infrastructure tend to be laid by large companies, it is entrepreneurs who are the 


transforming agents in our society, promoting and driving the most innovating 


trends. They are capable of translating costs into value creation.


As we shall see, however, a new group of agents has emerged as the promoters of 


IoT initiatives. Their collaboration and interaction through the Internet is another 


key piece in understanding the importance being assumed by IoT. Peer-to-peer 


information and social networks are examples of how individual effort has the 


potential to become a platform that is open to billions of people. New initiatives no 


longer require an economic incentive to take off. Just the fact that people want to 


share technical discoveries and see them as a public-domain value means that the 


IoT will take on social dimensions rarely seen before — though increasingly 


frequent.


In this chapter we are going to examine three aspects of IoT that are worth 


highlighting from a social and economic perspective: its direct impact on people, 


the trend towards increasingly open and collaborative business models, and the 


profound change it can bring in the way scarce resources are utilised.


4.1. Connected Consumers: IoT’s Impact on People


Throughout this publication we have used the term “ubiquitous” to refer to 


situations in which previous limitations of time and space are overcome and the 


digital and real worlds become blurred, allowing computing to be integrated into 


the individual’s surroundings. Future Trends Forum expert Emily Green prefers 


the term Anywhere (also the title of her book on the subject). It is the “future in 


which not just all of us, but the things we care about, will be connected through a 


fabric of global networks that we expect to be as fluid, far-reaching and safe as we 


need it to be”.


As a result, a sort of contradiction emerges whereby our location is both irrelevant 


and essential at the same time. It is irrelevant because to remain connected it 


matters less and less where we are. Neil Gershenfeld’s answer when asked “Where 


are you located?” is “Yes”: what is important is not the exact location of a person or 


object, but whether or not they can be located. All thanks to the ubiquity of the 


Internet. And it is essential, because our location is a factor that contributes 
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62 “What is the Real Business Case for 
the “Internet of Things””, http://www.
itsc.org.sg/pdf/synthesis08/Five_
Internet.pdf.
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greater value to the information we are generating around objects in our everyday 


life. And once again, it’s all thanks to the ubiquity of the Internet.


As part of this possibility of being permanently connected and traceable (who has 


never said, “I don’t know how I used to manage without a mobile”?), a new 


generation of consumers is emerging, in close association with the emergence of 


mobile broadband. This segment expects —and indeed demands— that the Internet 


should facilitate everything they want to do and they should be connected 


wherever they are. They almost take a wireless connection for granted (and any 


other technical advance that facilitates mobility). In other words, the Internet of 


Things covers everything that can satisfy their needs.


In many cases, all the manufacturers have to do is reinvent existing objects to 


make them more useful through Internet connectivity. For example, a box of pills 


is an everyday object which, if fitted with an Internet connection, can tell the user, 


their family or their doctors when it’s been opened or closed and thus monitor the 


patient’s doses. It is particularly useful for monitoring chronic diseases, such as 


diabetes and high blood pressure. When launching this product on the market, the 


inventor did the right thing by partnering with the pharmaceutical companies — 


who obviously have a strong incentive to ensure that patients take their 


medication regularly.


Another device now on the market is the Chumby, which is something along the 


lines of a 2.0 bedside clock. It consists of a touch screen with a wireless Internet 


connection for accessing a whole host of applications including weather forecasts, 


social networks, chats, on-line shopping, videos, etc. The secret? It is totally 


customised to each user’s interests and hobbies. All of this is creating new paths to 


consumers. The way the Internet is applied to everyday objects will be very similar 


to the time around a century ago when the first electrical versions of many 


household objects began to appear — such as the washing machine, coffee maker, 


liquidiser, etc.— all of which had previously existed in hand-operated versions.


Paradoxically, surveys by the Yankee Group63 show that while consumers don’t 


have a clear idea which home devices can be connected to the Internet, they do 


think it is very important for the items they plan to buy in the future to be 


connectable. In a way, you could say that consumers can already see how 


important connectivity will be, and are not prepared to do without it.


There are also profound changes in the way consumers behave when it comes to 


using technology for shopping. In just three months in 2010, the proportion of 


consumers using their smartphones to compare prices and check product reviews 


on-line before buying rose by eight percentage points64. What’s more, the majority 


took some form of purchase decision based on the information — either going to 


another shop where the item was cheaper, asking the shop assistant to match 


another offer or simply deciding not to buy the product.


However they go about it, the possibility of checking product characteristics, 


performance and ratings gives consumers unprecedented power. Market 


comparisons help lower prices and, above all, make consumers better informed 


and more active. It has become commonplace for consumers to generate content 


and interact with other buyers on-line to share their impressions of different 


products. Forums are a good starting point for people wanting information about 


their purchases. They look for information on a new neighbourhood when buying 


63 http://www.fundacionbankinter.org/
es/videos/what-is-anywhere.


64 http://www.fundacionbankinter.org/
es/videos/what-is-anywhere.
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a house, on the way electronic devices work and on the restaurants with the best 


service. Aggregate figures based on first-hand experiences —the information most 


highly valued by consumers— can be accessed at the click of a mouse.


In short, the development of the Internet of Things is making consumers more and 


more demanding. Being more connected and more traceable allows greater 


personalization of the services and objects around us, as well as greater access to 


information when it comes to making decisions. 


4.2. Towards a New, More Collaborative Business Model 


In terms of business models, the emergence of permanently-connected objects is 


helping create open, collaborative models in the physical world, similar to the 


open source models to be seen in the software world.


Google and Microsoft are two of the market leaders in developing software: Google 


is world-famous for its search engine and Microsoft has made Windows the most 


popular operating system in the world. So if each of them has been so successful 


in its own way, why is Microsoft afraid of Google? The answer is simple: whereas 


Microsoft limits itself to selling software and applications (i.e., products), Google 


has focused on selling services. Indeed, Google offers all its products free of 


charge, a model that is more popular among users who don’t want to have to pay 


to use applications for short periods of time. These applications rapidly become 


obsolete or are improved on by the users themselves. The open-source movement 


is based on the premise that by openly sharing program source codes, the 


improvements contributed by third-party users create an infinitely better 


program. With backing from companies such as Sun, open-source is helping 


introduce more open and collaborative business models.


This happens because there are things in a business that don’t change very often. 


Petrol stations sell petrol, restaurants sell food from a menu and dentists sell 


teeth-cleaning65. That’s not going to change. These are the core functions on which 


the business bases its activity, the raison d’être of the company. However, there is 


another set of factors that can change frequently: prices, tax rates, new products, 


marketing campaigns and business units. Businesses have to be capable of 


changing quickly to adapt, without adversely affecting the core business functions. 


Software developers are well aware of this and know how to distinguish between 


elements that change frequently and those that remain the same. When this 


practice is applied to a company’s information management, it is called “service-


oriented architecture” (SOA). In other words, SOA consists of isolating core 


business functions in independent services that don’t change frequently.


Many companies are jumping on the 2.0 and social network bandwagons. Their 


aim is clear: to get closer to consumers and discover new lines of business. 


However, smart business means taking network interaction to its logical 


conclusion. In other words, a business with no formal hierarchy run by motivated 


people working together. The best example is Wikipedia, which shows that 


companies can tap into specialist knowledge by handing over control of the 


product’s content to contributors and participants (providers, customers, 


intermediaries, etc.).


ABB, a global leader in electro-technical and automation technologies, is exploring 


the idea of creating communities of collaborating devices by connecting smart 
65 http://blog.objectmentor.com/
articles/2007/04/11/what-is-soa-really.
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devices to a social network. These devices will be capable of personifying a piece of 


equipment or system, thus enabling it to interact with end users and technical 


experts, and generate contents of value to a community. The traditional approach 


to troubleshooting separates the interaction between technical support and the 


end user from the diagnostics performed by the service engineer. Using the 


connectivity already established for remote services, this device allows problems 


to be solved quickly and accurately. In addition, diagnostic approaches are 


captured and readily available for reuse66.


This trend towards increasingly open and collaborative approaches proves beyond 


doubt that new business models are not always driven by economic incentives. 


Collaborative innovation has the potential to go beyond new products and services 


to discover, design and develop ubiquitous systems in which innovation comes 


above all else.


4.3. The Optimisation of Things


There is growing concern today about sustainable development, motivated by a 


shortage of resources. This situation has been made worse by climate change, an 


increase in the percentage of the population living in urban areas and the fact that 


developing countries are progressively adopting the production and consumption 


patterns of developed nations67. In this context, the challenge for the twenty-first 


century is to develop advances that will halt unchecked consumption of natural 


resources and energy. 


It is no coincidence that the optimisation of resource consumption is one of the 


most promising fields for the Internet of Things. Sensors and automatic control 


systems integrated into the objects around us enable us to measure different 


variables that can lead to a change in usage patterns of scarce resources. For 


example, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) is introducing “smart” meters providing 


real-time information on gas and electricity consumption and their associated 


costs in American homes. Consumers can see that the cost of producing energy 


does not remain constant throughout the day, and can alter their consumption 


habits to cut their bills. PG&E also has industrial customers who can plan their 


energy-intensive processes for times with lower rates.


 


There is a paradoxical vicious circle here: while the application of IoT in smart 


networks allows more sensible energy consumption, the information and 


communication technology (ICT) industry itself is a growing energy consumer. 


The Technical University of Dresden calculates that 3% of global power 


consumption currently goes on server farms and telecommunications 


infrastructures. By 2030 world electricity consumption is expected to have 


doubled, partly as a result of the exponential increase in ICT consumption.


As well as smart power grids, other applications based around more responsible 


consumption are emerging in water management, smart transport and traffic 


control, waste and recycling management, building design, etc. It should come as 


no surprise that Hewlett Packard has developed a platform, called CeNSE (Central 


Nervous System for the Earth), which seeks to create a global network of billions 


of sensors measuring objects and people. The aim is to harvest information on 


variables such as location, temperature, pressure, sound, light, humidity and 


many others. Part of the challenge is to make the sensors not only small and 


resistant, but also as cheap as possible.


66 The Internet of Things Meets The 
Internet of People, Harbor Research 
(2010) http://www.scribd.com/
doc/35371822/Harbor-Research-
Internet-of-Things-Meets-Internet-of-
People.


67 See the eleventh report of the 
Fundación de la Innovación 
Bankinter, Competing in Challenging 
Times: New Rules and the Role of 
Innovation, http://www.
fundacionbankinter.org/es/
publications/competing-in-
challenging-times.
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As we said, all this information is essential for allowing people to make better 


consumption choices. RFID tags make an important contribution in this respect, 


enabling buyers to have all the information they need literally at their fingertips. 


Imagine a supermarket product with an RFID tag that could tell you when it was 


produced, when it was packaged, how long it took to get to the supermarket, 


whether the temperature during the journey was optimal, historical prices of the 


product, etc.68 Another example is Zipcar, where vehicles are shared by a group of 


customers who see a clear benefit in not having to buy and maintain their own 


car, instead using them for specific hours or days. This is what Robin Chase, 


co-founder of Zipcar and Future Trends Forum expert calls “collaborative 


consumption”. It consists of an infrastructure built on the basis of individual 


demands, i.e., a business model that explores consumers’ needs through 


economies of scale because on their own they are powerless, but in collaboration 


with others they have huge potential.


Similarly, but as a non-profit organisation, Couch Surfing is an international 


network that connects travellers who need a place to sleep to people living in over 


240 countries around the world. The system functions thanks to the hospitality 


and donations of its participants, who get an opportunity to meet people from 


around the world and share experiences with them. You couldn’t be blamed for 


being doubtful about the system - but what if we told you that part of the 


collaboration consists of sharing information about the participants and making 


recommendations about them? Would that change your mind? The participants 


are the people most interested in creating a safe network. Still don’t trust it? What 


if we told you there are over 1.2 million beds and 4.8 million positively-rated 


experiences69? The most important thing is that in seven years in existence, this 


initiative has achieved what hotel groups have taken decades to develop. In this 


case they’re optimising the use of what Robin Chase calls “excess capacity “, in 


other words, the sort of unused assets we all have (e.g. a spare bed), to create new 


business models that soon triumph on the market.


Finally, it’s worth mentioning Sourcemap, a social network and free tool that can 


be used to get information on the origin of everyday objects in order to make 


sustainable consumption choices. Did you know that the components of a laptop 


computer include copper, tin, lithium, rhodium and indium? Some of them are 


processed by hand by families in developing countries; others are thought to be 


likely to run out in under ten years. The founders of Sourcemap stress the 


importance of knowing where things come from — and laptops are just a case in 


point. This is one way we can avoid disproportionate consumption of essential and 


endangered materials.


You might well think that suitable alternatives will be found before the necessary 


materials run out, for laptops, for example. But just think of the other end of the 


life cycle, when they are decommissioned and broken up. Laptops tend to end up 


in countries with lax environmental controls, where they are cannibalised for 


materials that are then used to make new objects. The problem arises when these 


new objects are, for example, toys. We’ve already seen market recalls of toys that 


contained hazardous substances because they were being manufactured in 


countries that didn’t have the necessary checks. Once again, not knowing where 


things come from can have serious consequences.


Hence the Sourcemap initiative, which aims to bring back transparency 


throughout the supply chain. Volunteers from around the world investigate the 


68 http://www.readwriteweb.com/
archives/top_5_web_trends_
of_2009_internet_of_things.php.


69 http://www.couchsurfing.org/index.
html.
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origin of things because the companies themselves are often not entirely aware of 


where the things they sell come from. From Ikea furniture to paper coffee cups by 


way of pork products, all the examples have been researched by consumers 


interested in tracing the route from point of manufacture to the consumer’s 


shopping trolley across the globe.


In short, global collaboration by consumers helps spread information that can 


improve quality of life and reduce the environmental impact of our habits. The 


Internet of Things is just the technology that allows valuable information to be 


monitored and compiled about objects with smart sensors and devices. It’s another 


example of the way in which technological innovation is being used to help offset 


the adverse effects of our way of life on the environment.


Illustration 7: Origin of an Ikea bed.
Source: Sourcemap.com.
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